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Conclusion
We can not afford any loss of information
• Quenching time scales ?
EDisCS (ESO Distant Cluster Survey)
Looking at star forming spiral discs
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Quenching caught in the act
Full quenching acts
on a few Gyr
(long) timescales
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• Quenching time scales ?
EDisCS (ESO Distant Cluster Survey)
• Fueling star formation: 
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At any given cluster-centric distance, a large range of local densities
Radial cluster-centric distances mainly quantify the move from one high 
density to the next – gradually amplifying the low density regions, not 
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• Catching quenching in the act: 
how much is in preprocessing?
• Getting all cosmic densities in a consistent 
and homegenous way: from the highest to 
the lowest densities
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Gas fraction < 0.15
But not  necessarily associated with a group/cluster
Gas fraction < 0.15
•Morphology
•Mass
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Merger
• Galaxy are remarquably resistant – relatively
large quenching timescale are needed
Nevertheless:
• Large scale structures around clusters 
enhance the fraction galaxies with of low
cold gas fractions
• At fixed mass, a « small » range of SF activity, 
a large variety of morphologies, hence
evolution paths.
… to be continued.
